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a b s t r a c t 

Anaerobic digesters are seldom designed based on process kinetics, but rather on a combination of hy- 

draulic and organic loading, which may limit operational performance. This study focuses on the incor- 

poration of process kinetics in the design of anaerobic digesters, within the attainable region conceptual 

framework. Candidate attainable regions for anaerobic digesters are identified using the software environ- 

ment Biodigester Rapid Analysis and Design System (B-RADeS), which couples, biodegradation kinetics as 

well as economic parameters for the synthesis of biodigester structures. By considering swine, palm oil 

and pharmaceutical wastewaters, payback periods of 0.5, 1 & 2 years, and substrate, kinetic model and/or 

economic parameters, a promising digester structure (and associated hydraulic retention times) is syn- 

thesized, consisting of a CSTR followed by PFR (15 days), CSTR (4.8 hours) and a PFR with bypass of feed 

(3 days). The framework offers great promise for widespread practical application. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Anaerobic digestion of solid waste and/or wastewater sludges

as long been used for stabilization of these wastes prior to dis-

osal. Among the benefits involved in anaerobic waste treatment

ompared to the aerobic counterpart are: improved dewaterabil-

ty of the treated waste and generation of renewable bioenergy

 Mes et al., 2003 ). The construction and operation of anaerobic

reatment plants requires optimizing the techno-economic feasi-

ility by defining optimal process configuration of anaerobic di-

esters. There exist several types of anaerobic digesters each of

hich have specific characteristics making them more adequate to

reat specific types of organic wastes ( Mao et al., 2015 ). For treat-

ent of solid waste and sludges, low-rate anaerobic systems are

ore appropriate due to their use of long but coupled hydraulic

nd sludge retention times to ensure a stable operation of the pro-
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ess ( Mes et al., 2003 ). On the other hand, a major breakthrough in

he anaerobic treatment technology has been the development of

igh-rate systems, which use biomass retention to employ shorter

ydraulic retention times, but this technology is mainly adapted to

he treatment of wastewaters ( Henze et al., 2008 ). Design of high-

ate systems for wastewater treatment has received considerable

ttention over the past years and a variety of novel or improved

igester designs and hydrodynamic configurations have been pro-

osed in the literature ( Zhang et al., 2016 ; Mao et al., 2015 ). The

otivation for designing novel digester configurations has been to

ncrease process stability, simplify construction and operation as

ell as improve process economics. However, few researchers have

een able to draw on any systematic research into the improved

esign and operation strategies of low rate anaerobic reactors and

he use of long process times (which is linked to economic feasibil-

ty of a system) remains a challenge to such systems. Both efficient

nd economical performances of low-rate digesters are extremely

mportant to promote their widespread adoption for treatment of
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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s  

s  

p

k  

2  

a  

f  
Nomenclature 

B t Annual savings from electricity consumption ($) 

C Gen Cost of biogas electricity generator ($) 

C Inv Investment cost ($) 

C con Cost of digester construction ($) 

C m 

Annual cost of digester maintenance ($) 

C misc Cost associated to miscellaneous activities ($) 

C pf Annual cost of biogas purification ($) 

C t Annual operating cost ($) 

K 

∗ Kinetic constant of Chen and Hashimoto based on 

specific methane production rate (−) 

K ha Maximum rate of substrate degradation by the 

acidogenic bacteria ( da y −1 ) 

K Lr Monod-like half saturation constant for continu- 

ous mode operation ( gVS / L / day ) 

K am 

Maximum rate of substrate utilization by the ace- 

togenic/methanogenic microorganisms 

K i Inhibition constant for biogas yield ( g / L ) 

K s Monod-like half saturation constant for continu- 

ous mode operation ( gVS / L ) 

L r Organic loading rate ( gVS / L / day ) 

P el Percentage of methane utilized for electricity gen- 

eration 

Pr pf Price for biogas purification per unit volume 

($/ m 

3 ) 

P t Net annual benefit ($) 

R 2 coefficient of determination 

R 2 Adj Adjusted coefficient of determination 

R f Recalcitrant fraction of initial volatile substrate 

that is non-biodegradable. 

R p Specific rate of biogas production by acetoclastic 

methanogens ( mL biogas / gVS / day ) 

R pm 

Maximum specific rate of biogas production by 

acetoclastic methanogens ( mL b / gVS / day ) 

S i Initial concentration of substrate taken up by ace- 

togenic/methnogenic micororgansims ( g / L ) 

S o Initial substrate concentration ( gVS / L ) 

S u Concentration of acidified substrate produced by 

acidogenic bacteria ( g / L ) 

T el Annual time period for use of electricity ( d ) 

T pr Annual time period for biogas purification ( d ) 

V D Volume of digester (mL) 

X 

T X Characteristic matrix 

X am 

concentration of acetogenic/methanogenic mi- 

croorganisms 

Y PS Biogas yield coefficient ( mL biogas / gVS )/( g VS utilized / L ) 

Y XS Cell yield coefficient 

b e Unit conversion coefficient ( kWh / m 

3 CH 4) 

dy t / dt Rate of change in biogas yield 

−d S/d t Rate of decrease in the concentration of hy- 

drolyzed substrate ( gVS / L / day ) 

k i Inhibition constant for cell growth( g / L ) 

k n ( s ) Rate of substrate degradation by acidogenic bacte- 

ria ( g / g / day ) 

k s Monods’ half saturaion contant for substrate up- 

take 

m VS Mass of volatile solids added into the digester 

(gVS) 

n t Project lifespan (years) 

r p Modified rate of biogas production by acetogenic/ 

methanogenic microorganisms ( mL b / gVS / day ) 
m  
s ˆ βi 
Approximate standard error of parameter esti- 

mates 

t υ,α/ 2 Student t-distribution parameter (−) 

t υ,α/ 2 student’s t-distribution parameter 

y t Biogas yield ( mL biogas / gVS ) 

y tm 

Maximum attainable biogas yield ( mL biogas / gVS ) 

( β − ˆ β) Deviation between the real and the estimated 

model paramters 
ˆ β Vector of estimated model parameters (−) 
ˆ β Vector of estimated model parameters 

μmax Maximum specific growth rate of aceto- 

genic/methanogenic bacteria ( da y −1 ) 

σ 2 True variance 

χ2 Reduced chi-square 

AR Attainable Regions 

B-RADeS Biodigester Rapid Analysis and Design System 

CSTR Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor 

DSR Differential Sidestream reactor 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

GUIDE Graphical User Interface Development Environ- 

ment 

IDEAS Infinite DimEnsionAl State-space 

NRT Network Residence Time 

NRT-C-AR Network Residence Time Constrained Attainable 

Region 

PFR Plug Flow Reactor 

ν Number of degrees of freedom 

C Two-dimensional state vector 

F F-distribution varince comparism parameter 

Pr el Feed in tariff rate for biogas based electricity 

($/ kWh ) 

Q Volumetric flow rate ( mL / day ) 

RMSE Root mean square error 

S Substrate concentration ( g / L ) 

X Acidogenic bacteria concentration ( g / L ) 

b Fraction of initial volatile solids remaining in ef- 

fluent. 

cov ( β) Covariance of estimated model parameters (−) 

cov ( β) Covariance matrix of estimated model parameters 

gVS Gram volatile solids 

gVS Gram volatile solids 

k Kinetic constant of Chen and Hashimoto (−) 

m Measure of microbial adoption to stationary pro- 

cesses by mutation (−) 

n Could provide a useful measure of microbial coop- 

erativity (−) 

p Number of model parameters 

r Discount rate (%) 

r ( C ) Two-dimensional reaction rate vector 

α Significance level 

β Vector of model parameters (−) 

β Vector of model parameters 

μ Specific growth rate of acetogenic/methanogenic 

bacteria ( da y −1 ) 

τ Retention time ( days ) 

ludges and solid wastes. Using empirical methods to optimize de-

ign of anaerobic digesters often requires construction of expensive

rototype systems and time consuming studies, which has been a 

ey motivation for reliance on model-based techniques ( Yu et al.,

013 ). Use of the models is again highly dependent on the avail-

bility of kinetic coefficients and hence modelling requirements

or design of anaerobic digesters are often simplified to a mini-

al number of inputs and experimental states (most commonly
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iogas yield) required for model identification ( Batstone, 2006 ).

he simplified models employed for digester design can be sin-

le stage, based on the rate limiting step approach, or two-stage,

ased on lumping the process in to acid-forming and methane-

roducing microorganism. The single stage models previously em-

loyed in digester design include first order models ( Linke, 2006 ;

omoh and Nwaogazie, 2011 ) and the models based on maximum

acteria growth rate ( Fdez.-Güelfo et al., 2011 ; Fdez-Güelfo et al.,

012 ) while the two stage models include the biogas yield mod-

ls presented by Momoh et al. (2013) . Although simplified models

ave been used extensively in digester design, published articles

re limited to mainly to determination of digester capacity based

n parameters such a VS loading, temperature, etc. with first or-

er models being mostly used ( Momoh et al., 2013 ; Wang et al.,

007 ). For design, critical issues are hydrodynamics, as well as the

ehaviour of solids, which requires at least two-stage, with hydrol-

sis and biological steps ( Batstone, 2006 ). This study focuses on

ydrodynamics and an approach to optimize hydrodynamic config-

ration of anaerobic digesters based on simplified models will be

 highly practicable as it will require less experimental measure-

ents to estimate kinetic constants. Although the study develops

wo-stage models which can be identified based using only bio-

as yield measurements, the emphasis of the paper is not neces-

arily on the models but on how the authors use the models to

evelop new hydrodynamic configurations for operating low rate

naerobic digesters. The design objective is to minimize the pro-

ess time as well as payback period by considering biodegradation

nd mixing as the only permitted fundamental processes occurring

n the digester. The approach is based on the concept of attainable

egions (AR), which is a technique for process synthesis and op-

imization that incorporates elements of geometry to understand

ow networks of chemical reactors can be designed and improved.

Following this initial work, many other researchers advanced AR

esearch. Glasser et al. (1987) proposed a geometric approach that

dentified candidate AR’s satisfying a number of necessary con-

itions that the AR must possess. Burri et al. (2002) demon-

trated that, within the Infinite DimEnsionAl State-space (IDEAS)

onceptual framework, construction of the true AR, and increas-

ngly accurate AR approximants, can be carried out through

nfinite Linear Programming (ILP), and a sequence of approx-

mating finite Linear Programs (LP) respectively. Subsequently,

anousiouthakis et al. (2004) developed, within IDEAS, neces-

ary and sufficient conditions that the true AR must satisfy, pro-

osed the Shrink–Wrap algorithm for AR construction, and estab-

ished, this algorithm’s equivalence to the aforementioned LP based

R construction methods. They also demonstrated that the true

R can be potentially larger than the candidate AR’s identified

y geometric methods. Zhou and Manousiouthakis (2006) demon-

trated that the true AR for reactor networks involving only re-

ction and mixing may be smaller than the true AR for reactor

etworks also incorporating diffusion effects (e.g. by considering

on-ideal dispersion reactor models). Zhou and Manousiouthakis

arried out pollution prevention studies using the AR approach

 Zhou and Manousiouthakis, 2007a ), extended the AR approach

o reactor networks involving variable density fluids ( Zhou and

anousiouthakis, 2007b ), discussed the dimensionality of the

pace in which AR construction can be pursued ( Zhou and

anousiouthakis, 2008 ), and extended the AR approach to non-

sothermal reactor networks ( Zhou and Manousiouthakis, 2009 ).

round the same time, Posada and Manousiouthakis (2008) , pro-

osed AR construction methods for reactor networks with mul-

iple feeds, while Davis et al. extended the AR approach to

atch reactor networks ( Davis et al., 2008 ). More recently, Con-

er and Manousiouthakis extended the AR approach to gen-

ral process networks ( Conner and Manousiouthakis, 2014 ), while

ing et al. (2016) summarized many of the AR literature results.”
eometrically, the attainable region represents the region bounded

y the convex hull for the set of points achievable by the fun-

amental processes occurring in the system ( Asiedu et al., 2015 ;

ildebrandt and Glasser, 1990 ; Hildebrandt et al., 1990 ). Once the

R has been determined, the limits of achievability by the system

or the given kinetics and feed point is known and the boundary

f the AR can then be used to answer different design and/or op-

imization questions related to the system. Our recent publication,

bunde Neba et al. (2019) has been first of its kind laying down

heoretical framework for use of attainable regions to model op-

imal configurations of multistage anaerobic digesters. The study

mployed a four-state dynamic model of anaerobic treatment pro-

ess and the attainable region analysis has been based on con-

entration (state) space but not residence time. The lack of res-

dence time makes it impossible to size the digester structure

r perform economic feasibility studies on the optimal digester

tructure. In addition, the four-state model (compared to the sim-

lified model in this study) poses requirement for more experi-

ental measurements hence limiting its application to situations

here process measurements are limited. The current study is de-

igned to illustrate how simplified models (requiring only biogas

ield measurements) of the anaerobic treatment process can be

sed for attainable region analysis involving residence time space.

AlHusseini and Manousiouthakis (2013) were the first to incor-

orate residence-time considerations in the AR conceptual frame-

ork, by first introducing a production normalized, capital cost

easure for a reactor network, that they termed “Network Resi-

ence Time” (NRT), and defined as “the ratio of the sum of the

olumes of all reactors participating in the reactor network over

he total volumetric flowrate entering the network.” They subse-

uently introduced the Network Residence Time Constrained At-

ainable Region (NRT-C-AR), which they then proceeded to quantify

sing a Linear Programming formulation within the IDEAS concep-

ual framework. The advantage of constructing an AR of the anaer-

bic treatment process that incorporates residence time consider-

tions, over the AR presented in our previous study, is that it en-

bles the coupling of biodegradation kinetics, economic feasibility

bjectives and country specific macroeconomic parameters for the

ynthesis of biogas digester structures. By its use of attainable re-

ions, knowledge of all possible states, for all possible digester con-

gurations can be obtained considering biodegradation and mixing

s the only fundamental processes occurring in the digester. Unlike

revious studies where economic analysis is performed to deter-

ine the feasibility parameters of a predefined digester configu-

ation, this study rather determines the biodigester network con-

guration required to achieve a given economic objective based

n the macroeconomic situation of a given country. Finally, the

tudy seeks to deploy the theoretical framework into a software

n order to save time and effort for designers who are plan-

ing and designing biogas plants for different process or economic

cenarios. 

. Attainable region theory for process synthesis and 

ptimization 

The Attainable Region (AR) theory is a technique that incorpo-

ates elements of geometry and mathematical optimization, to de-

ign and improve operation of chemical reactors ( Ming et al., 2016 ).

he power of the AR approach to process optimization is that

he answer to all possible optimization problems, even the ones

ot considered are first determine, and then we look for ways of

chieving that answer. In reactor operation knowledge of all possi-

le reactor states for all possible reactor configurations, even those

hat have not yet been devised, is obtained. For a two-dimensional

ystem, the convex hull for the set of all points achievable by all

ossible combinations of CSTR + PFR and mixing defines the attain-
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able region. For higher dimensional systems, the attainable region

is the convex hull for the set of points generated by all possi-

ble combinations of CSTR, PFR, DSR and mixing lines. The convex

hull is understood as the smallest subset of a set of points that

can be used to generate all other points by reaction and mixing

( Ming et al., 2016 ). Geometrically, a convex hull is a finite convex

polytope enclosed by a finite number of hyperplanes, which is in-

terpreted in a two- dimensional space as the smallest polygon en-

closed by planar facets such that all of the elements lie on or in

the interior of the polygon ( Asiedu et al., 2015 ). Once the AR has

been determined, the limits of achievability by the system for the

given kinetics and feed point is known, which can then be used

to answer different design or optimization questions related to the

system. 

Given a set of reactions and associated kinetics, the following

five key steps needs to be performed in order to complete an at-

tainable region analysis ( Ming et al., 2016 ): 

➢ Define the reaction, dimension and feed set. 

➢ Generate the AR using combinations of the fundamental pro-

cesses. 

➢ Interpret the AR boundary in terms of reactor equipment. 

➢ Define the objective function and overlay this onto the AR to

determine point of intersection with the AR boundary. 

➢ Determine the specific reactor configuration required to achieve

the intersection point. 

Some necessary conditions for AR derived from the work of

Glasser et al. (1987) can be summarized as follows: 

➢ The AR includes all feeds to the system. 

➢ The AR is convex. 

➢ No process vector point out of the AR boundary. 

➢ No rate vectors in the complement of the AR when extended

backward intersects the AR. 

The objective of this section is to analyze the aforementioned

necessary requirements with respect to its application to the

anaerobic treatment process. However, AR analysis requires that

the process kinetics is known and we therefore begin by model-

ing the kinetics of the anaerobic treatment process. 

2.1. Reaction kinetics of the anaerobic treatment process 

In the present paper, the mathematical models describing the

kinetics of substrate utilization and methane production in anaer-

obic treatment process are developed based on the approach pre-

sented by Momoh et al. (2013) . The approach assumes that the

AD process takes place in three stages. (i) hydrolysis/acidogenesis

of the organic substrates in wastewater by acidogenic bacte-

ria to produce acidified substrate; (ii) uptake of acidified sub-

strate by acetogenic/methanogenic bacteria and (iii) acidified sub-

strate assimilation, growth and biogas production by the aceto-

genic/methanogenic bacteria. 

2.1.1. Enunciation of the process model 

Fig. 2 presents the algorithm used to develop and validate

the simplified two-stage based modes to predict biogas yield. The

model development involves five main aspects, which include: 

➢ Develop substrate degradation model. 

➢ Formulate substrate uptake model. 

➢ Choose microbial kinetic model. 

➢ Derive models for substrate assimilation and biogas production.

➢ Identification of the developed model. 

Considering these aspects led to a series of ordinary differen-

tial equations to predict biogas yield based on microbial growth

kinetics 
Stage 1: Hydrolysis and acidogenesis 

Many constituents of organic wastes behave as complex sub-

trates (polysaccharides, proteins, fats etc.). The Grau model pre-

ented in Eq. (1) , which has widely been used to model multiple

ubstrate removal kinetics ( Kim et al., 2006 ; Liu, 2006 ) was there-

ore adopted for this study. 

dS 

dt 
= k n ( s ) X 

(
S 

S o 

)n 

(1)

here −d S/d t represents the rate of decrease in concentration of

ubstrate being hydrolyzed, S is the concentration of initial sub-

trate left at every instant following onset of hydrolysis, S o is the

oncentration of initial substrate, k n ( s ) is the rate of substrate

egradation by acidogenic bacteria, X is the concentration of acido-

enic bacteria and n defines the degree of adaptation by acidogenic

acteria for substrate degradation. 

The multicomponent substrate degradation model is based on

he assumption that the different components are simultaneously

emoved and transported into the cells ( Grau et al., 1975 ). Assum-

ng hydrolysis and acidogenesis are catalyzed by acidogenic bacte-

ia, whose concentration is constant, then Eq. (1) can be re-written

s Eq. (2) . 

dS 

dt 
= K ha 

(
S 

S o 

)n 

(2)

here, K ha is the maximum rate of substrate degradation by aci-

ogenic bacteria. Since anaerobic digestion is a biological process

nd the AR approach considers biodegradation and mixing as the

nly fundamental processes occurring in the digester, it becomes

mportant to consider the non-biodegradable part of the substrate.

he model is then modified as shown in Eq. (3) 

dS 

dt 
= k n ( s ) X 

(
S 

S o 
− R f 

)n 

(3)

Eq. (3) represents the kinetics of substrate degradation, where

 f is the recalcitrant fraction of initial volatile substrate that is non-

iodegradable. 

Stage 2: Substrate uptake by acetogenic/methanogenic microor-

anism 

The hydrolytic model of Momoh et al. (2013) , Eq. (4) , which

epresents a modified version of the hydrolytic model presented

y previous studies ( Barthakur et al., 1991 ; Faisal and Unno, 2001 ;

inatizadeh et al., 2006 ) was adopted. 

 u = S o A f 

(
b − R f 

)n 
(4)

This model takes into consideration the acidified substrate pro-

uced after substrate degradation by acidogenic bacteria as well as

he uptake of acidified substrate by acetogenic/methanogenic mi-

roorganism. S u represents the actual amount of the substrate that

as acidified and utilized by the acetogenic/methanogenic bacte-

ia while b is the fraction of initial volatile solids remaining in ef-

uent. The coefficient A f = K ha / ( K am 

( 1 − α) + K ha ) represents the

ate limiting coefficient for very slow (case of 0 <α< 1) or very

ast (case of α = 1) metabolism of acidified substrate by the ace-

ogenic/methanogenic bacteria ( Momoh et al., 2013 ). The constant

 am 

is the maximum rate of substrate utilization by the aceto-

enic/methanogenic microorganisms. 

Stage 3: Kinetics of bacteria growth and biogas production 

The attainable region is unique for a given kinetics and

 change in organic substrate can cause a change the ki-

etic model used to describe the growth of microorganisms.

able 1 presents a list of microbial growth models considered to

odel substrate assimilation. The table has been assembled from

ythreotou et al. (2014) , who presented a comprehensive review

f simple to scientific models for anaerobic digestion. As expected,

he different models have different characteristics often making
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Table 1 

Microbial growth models selected to model substrate assimilation. 

Author Model equation Eq. No. Remark 

Monod, 1949 μ = μmax 
S u 

k s + S u (5) Describe growth processes for low substrate concentration 

Moser, 1958 μ = μmax 
S u 

m 

k s + S u m (6) Integrates effect of microbial adoption to stationary processes by mutation 

Tessier model μ = μmax ( 1 − e −
S u 
k s ) (7) An exponential function used to describe cell growth processes 

Chen & Hashimoto, 1978 μ = 

μmax S u 
k S i +( 1 −k ) S u 

(8) Considers cell concentration depending on the level of substrate degradation 

Haldane, 1930 μ = 

μmax S u 

( k s + S u )( 1+ S u / k i ) 
(9) For growth process affected by the allosteric effectors present in the acidified substrate 

Andrews, 1968 μ = 

μmax S u 

k s + S u ( 1+ S u / k i ) 
(10) Based on Haldane for enzyme inhibition at high substrate concentrations 

Aiba et al., 1968 μ = 

μmax S u 
k s + S u exp( −S u / k i 

) (11) An empirical correlation to describe substrate inhibition 

Dagley & Hinshelwood, 1983 μ = μmax 
S u 

K s + S u ( 1 − k i S u ) (12) An empirical correlation with critical inhibitor concentration of growth stop 

Ierusalimsky, 1967 μ = μmax 
S u 

k s + S u 
k i 

k i + S u (13) Haldane model for product inhibition 

Moser, 1981 und Bergter, 1983 μ = μmax 
S u 

m 

k s + S u m 
k i 

k i + S u (14) Production inhibition model with effect of microbial adoption 
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Table 2 

Two-stage based models to predict biogas yield rate. 

Author Model equation Eq. No. 

Monod, 1949 R p = R pm 
S o 

K S + S o (19) 

Moser, 1958 R p = R pm 
S o 

m 

K S + S o m (20) 

Tessier model R p = R pm ( 1 − k p e 
− S o 

K S ) (21) 

Chen & Hashimoto, 1978 R p = 

R pm S o 
K ∗S i +( 1 −k ) S o 

(22) 

Haldane, 1930 R p = 

R pm S o 

( K s + S o )( 1+ S o / K i ) 
(23) 

Andrews, 1968 R p = R pm 
S o 

K s + S o ( 1+ S o / K i ) 
(24) 

Aiba et al., 1968 R p = R pm 
S o 

K s + S o exp( −S o / K i 
) (25) 

Dagley & Hinshelwood, 1983 R p = R pm 
S o 

K s + S o ( 1 − K i S o ) (26) 

Ierusalimsky, 1967 R p = R pm 
S o 

K s + S o 
K i 

K i + S o (27) 

Moser, 1981 und Bergter, 1983 R p = R pm 
S o 

n 

K s + S o n 
K i 

K i + S o (28) 
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hem more adequate to describe microbial growth of specific ef-

uent and/or digester conditions rather than others. 

k s is the Monods’ half saturaion contant for substrate uptake,

max is the maximum specific growth rate for methatnogenic ar-

hae, m is the coefficient of acetogenic/methanogenic microbial

daptation for cooperativity, S i is the initial concentration of sub-

trate taken up by acetogenic/methnogenic micororgansims, k is

he kinetic constant of Chen and Hasshimoto, and k i is the sub-

trate concentration where bacteria growth is reduced to 50% of

he maximum specific growth rate due to substrate inhibition 

Taking the case of the Monod model for growth of aceto-

enic/methanogenic microorganisms, and using product and cell

ield coefficients, the rate of biogas production can be expressed

y Eq. (15) 

d y t 

dt 
= 

Y PS 

Y XS 

μmax S u 

k s + S u 
X am 

(15) 

Where dy t / dt is the rate of change in biogas yield, y t is the bio-

as yield, Y PS is the biogas yield coefficient, Y XS is the cell yield co-

fficient and X am 

is the concentration of acetogenic/methanogenic

icroorganisms. If we consider the growth rate of the aceto-

enic/methanogenic bacteria is very slow or relatively constant

hile dy t / dt can be described as the specific biogas yield rate

 R p ) at the end of biogas production ( Momoh et al., 2013 ),

hen Eq. (15) can re-written as Eq. (16) . The parameter R pm 

=
 X am 

Y PS / Y XS ) is the maximum specific rate of biogas production. 

 p = 

R pm 

S u 

k s + S u 
(16) 

Hence, by substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (16) and rearranging, we

btain Eq. (15 ′ ) . 

 p = 

R pm 

S o 
k s 

A f ( b−R f ) 
n + S o 

(15 

′ ) 

The term k s / A f ( b − R f ) 
n represents the Monod half saturation

onstant in terms of the fraction of acidified substrate taken up by

cetogenic/methanogenic bacteria (represented as K S ) and the final

iogas yield model considering the Monod kinetics is presented by

q. (16 ′ ) . 

 p = 

R pm 

S o 

K S + S o 
(16 

′ ) 

Eq. (16) describes the biogas yield in anaerobic digester consid-

ring a batch operation mode. In cases where the system in oper-

ted in continuous mode, the initial substrate concentration ( S o ) is

onverted to loading rate by multiplying the factor ( Q / V ) as shown
n Eq. (17) . The factor ( Q / V ) is the ratio of volumetric flow rate ( Q )

o volume of the digester ( V ). 

 p = 

R pm 

( Q S o /V ) 

( K s Q/V ) + ( Q S o /V ) 
(17) 

The resulting continuous mode counterpart of the biogas yield

odel considering Monod kinetics is shown by Eq. (18) . 

 p = 

R pm 

L r 

K Lr + L r 
(18) 

Where, the variable L r is the organic loading rate into the biodi-

ester and K Lr is the Monod’s half saturation constant defined in

erms of the organic loading rate. Similar process was applied to

evelop the other biogas yield rate models by assuming that the

rowth process of the acetogenic/methanogenic microorganism can

e described using the other growth models presented in Table 1 .

owever, a parameter of k p was introduced to the Tessier based

odel as a coefficient to the exponential term, which serves as an

ndex of the processing speed of R p as it approaches R pm 

due to the

hange in S o or L r (depending on the mode of operation).The de-

ived biogas yield models considering a two-stage biodegradation

inetics is presented in Table 2 . 

K is the kinetic constant of Chen and Hasshimoto defined in

erms of specific biogas yield, K i is the substrate concentration

here specific biogas yield rate is reduced to 50% of the maximum

pecific biogas yield rate due to substrate inhibition and n provides

 useful measure of microbial cooperativity to biogas production. 
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2.1.2. Parameter estimation and statistical methods 

The kinetic constants of the different models were estimated

using the Matlab nonlinear regression solver ‘ nlinfit’ (Mathworks

Natick NA). In assessing the variability of the model identification

process, we used the kernel density estimates and the parameter

confidence regions. It is also interesting to note that marginal con-

fidence intervals often used by several researchers do not account

for correlations between the parameter estimates. Therefore, their

use in parameter estimation can sometimes be misleading if there

is strong correlation between several parameter estimates. In this

study, we rather illustrate the use of joint confidence regions in

assessing reliability of parameter estimates in least square regres-

sion. 

The 100( 1 − α)% joint confidence region and the marginal con-

fidence intervals of the parameter estimates is computed using

Eqs. (29) and (30) respectively 

(
β − ˆ β

)T (
X 

T X 

)(
β − ˆ β

)
≤ p σ 2 F ( 1 −α) ,p, ( n −p ) (29)

ˆ β ± t υ,α/ 2 s ˆ βi 
(30)

Where s ˆ βi 
is the approximate standard error of the parameter

estimates given by Eq. (31) 

s ˆ βi 
= 

√ 

diag ( cov ( β) ) (31)

X T X = s ˆ βi 

2 /cov (β) is the characteristic matrix, cov ( β) is the co-

variance matrix of estimated model parameters, ( β − ˆ β) is the de-

viation between the real ( β) and the estimated model paramters

( ̂  β) , t υ,α/ 2 is the student’s t-distribution parameter, ν is the num-

ber of degrees of freedom ( n − 1 ), where n is the number of data

points used to compute the variance and average, F ( 1 −α) ,p, ( n −p ) is

the F-distribution varince comparism parameter, p is the number

of model parameters being estimated, ( n − p ) is the model degrees

of freedom, and σ 2 is the true variance, and α = 0 . 05 is the level

of significance. 

2.2. AR analysis of the anaerobic treatment process 

2.2.1. Reaction dimension and process vectors 

Before it is possible to construct the AR, the engineer must

first determine the space wherein the AR must reside (by choosing

unique species components in the system that will represent the

AR). These are variables required to characterize the state of the

system, in this case, an anaerobic treatment process and must be

sufficient to describe the dynamics of the fundamental processes

chosen to describe the system. These variables would include bio-

gas yield ( y t ) and retention time ( τ ). A key criteria for selecting

variables in AR is that they must obey the linear mixing law. The

concept of “Network Residence Time” (NRT), as introduced by Al-

Husseini and Manousiouthakis (2013) defines the residence time

of a reactor network as the ratio of the sum of the volumes of

all reactor units constituting the network to the total volumet-

ric flowrate entering the network. Using this definition, it can be

shown that the residence time of a network comprising two re-

actor units obey the linear mixing law, Eq. (32) . This implies the

overall residence time of the system must lie in a straight line be-

tween the residence times of the individual reactors, τ 1 and τ 2 

comprising the system. 

τmix = ατ1 + ( 1 − α) τ2 (32)

Where τmix is the overall residence time of the system compris-

ing two individual reactors. The developed simplified kinetic mod-

els predict biogas yield ( y t ), which is given in terms of volume of

biogas produced (mL) per gram of volatile solids added to the di-

gester (gVS). y t = V g / m V S . Assume we have two digesters of known
iogas yield, we can obtain the actual volume of biogas produced

or digesters 1 and 2 by V g1 = y t1 m V S1 and V g2 = y t2 m V S2 respec-

ively. Conservation of mass may be used to calculate the total bio-

as yield for both digesters. Conservation of mass ensures that the

otal mass of volatile solids in the mixture is equal to the sum of

he individual masses contained in beakers 1 and 2, which is given

y m V ST = m V S1 + m V S2 . Computing the biogas yield of the entire

ystem is equivalent to determining the biogas yield for a mixture

f digesters 1 and 2 since the density of the liquid phase of the

igester can be assumed constant. The biogas yield of the mixture

 y tM 

) is given by the ratio of the total volume of biogas produced

o the total mass of volatile acids added as shown by Eq. (33) . 

 tM 

= 

y t1 m V S1 + y t2 m V S2 

m V ST 

(33)

If we set α = m V S1 / m V ST then Eq. (33) can be written as

q. (34) , which is similar to the linear mixing law. What this

eans practically is that if we mix the contents of the liquid phase

f two digesters, each of which contains a given quantity of volatile

olids added, then the total biogas yield of the mixture will lie in

 straight line joining that of both digesters. 

 tM 

= αy t1 + ( 1 − α) y t2 (34)

The process of combining the contents of two parallel digesters

or digester networks) of different volatile solids contents results in

 linear mixing law measured in term of biogas yield. This implies

iogas yield may be used in the construction of candidate ARs in a

imilar manner to that for concentration. 

The biogas yield and the retention time grouped together form

 vector called the characteristic vector; � C = [ y t τ ] , whose dimen-

ion determines the dimension of the optimization problem. We

herefore have a 2-D optimization problem with the objective of

inimizing [ τ ], time parameter. 

If we assume that as substrate is consumed rate of change of

iogas yield is directly correlated with the quantity of biogas to

he biogas yield y t , such that the driving force for gas production is

isappearing when the biogas yield gradually approaches its max-

mum ( y tm 

) then for the mass of volatile solids added to the di-

ester. This is modelled by Eq. (35) 

 p = 

d y t 

dt 
= R p 

(
1 − y t 

y tm 

)
(35)

Where, r p is the modified rate of biogas production by ace-

ogenic/methanogenic microorganisms. The reaction rate vector is

herefore given by 
−−→ 

r(C) = [ r p r τ ] 

.2.2. Generate the AR using combinations of the fundamental 

rocesses 

The attainable region (AR) represents the set of all possible

tates that can be achieved by a combination two fundamental

rocesses, biodegradation and mixing in the case of the anaerobic

reatment process. In AR theory, mixing is performed by a contin-

ous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) while biodegradation (reaction) is

erformed by the plug flow reactor (PFR), since the operation of

oth reactors respectively mimics the two fundamental processes.

t steady state operation, the general mathematical model of a

STR and PFR are given respectively by Eqs. (36) and (37) respec-

ively. 

 = C f + τ r ( C ) (36)

dC 

dx 
= r ( C ) (37)

C is the two-dimensional state vector made of biogas yield and

he residence time, Eq. (38) while r ( C ) is the reaction rate vector,

hich can be illustrated to be given by Eq. (39) . 
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 = [ y t τ ] 
T (38) 

 ( C ) = [ r p 1 ] 
T (39) 

During construction of AR, the PFR trajectory is the set points

enerated by numerically solving the PFR equation while the CSTR

ocus is the set of points generated by solving the CSTR equation.

he convex hull for the set of all points achievable by all possi-

le combinations of CSTR + PFR defines the attainable region. The

onvex hull is understood as the smallest subset of a set of points

hat can be used to generate all other points by reaction and mix-

ng ( Ming et al., 2016 ). Geometrically, a convex hull is a finite con-

ex polytope enclosed by a finite number of hyperplanes, which is

nterpreted in a two- dimensional space as the smallest polygon

nclosed by planar facets such that all of the elements lie on or in

he interior of the polygon ( Asiedu et al., 2015 ) 

The candidate attainable region was constructed with Matlab

sing the following five-steps 

Step 1: Determine PFR trajectory from feed 

Step 2: Determine the CSTR locus from feed 

Step 3: Determine PFR trajectory from each CSTR point 

Step 4: Construct the convex hull of the set of achievable points

Step 5: Verify the obtained AR against the necessary conditions

of AR and if any condition is not met return extend the AR

by running a PFR from the point of disagreement 

The PFR equations are solved using the Matlab ode45 routine

or solving non-stiff differential equations while the system of non-

inear CSTR equations were solved using ‘fsolve’ routine The con-

ex hall of the entire set of geometric points is obtained by using

he Matlab ‘ convhull’ routine, which implements the Quickhull al-

orithm (Mathworks, Natick NA). 

It is important to mention that even though this construction

pproach has been applied in a couple of studies ( Ming et al., 2013 ;

ing et al., 2016 ), the NRT-C-AR obtained is a candidate and not

he true NRT-C-AR. For a true AR, the Infinite DimEnsionAl State-

pace (IDEAS) conceptual framework is applied to obtain a general

inear programming formulation for the construction of the true

RT-C-AR, as shown in ( AlHusseini and Manousiouthakis, 2013 ).

owever, the interest of the study is not necessarily on the method

sed for AR construction, but on how the concept of attainable re-

ions can be applied to optimized operation of the anaerobic treat-

ent process. Also, even if just a candidate AR is obtained, it can

till be used for process synthesis and optimization only that the

otality of outputs is not obtained. 

.2.3. Interpret the AR boundary in terms of reactor equipment 

The AR boundary is composed of two types of geometries: mix-

ng lines referred to as lineations and manifolds of PFR trajectories

eferred to as protrusions. The role of PFRs on the AR boundary is

o generate the outer extremities whereas CSTRs and DSRs (in the

ase of higher dimensional constructions) are used as connectors

o these PFRs ( Ming et al., 2016 ). This implies the AR boundary

s defined in terms of reactor structures, and for two-dimensional

onstructions, the boundary is composed of combinations of the

wo fundamental reactor types and mixing lines. The PFR and CSTR

ach exhibit unique geometric interpretation and hence determin-

ng the reactor configurations that form the AR relates to inter-

reting the surfaces that form the AR boundary using its geometric

roperties. 

.2.4. Define the objective function and the optimal reactor structure 

The AR, which defines the limits of achievability by the system

or the given kinetics and feed point can be used to answer one or
ore design or optimization questions related to the system. Two-

imensional ARs involving residence time are particularly impor-

ant for understanding the minimum reactor volume required for

 given output. Since the construction and operation of anaerobic

igesters generally requires capital investment, it would be inter-

sting to use the AR concept in determining the profitability of the

lant. However, we need to develop a suitable objective function

hat incorporates biogas yield and residence time (or digester vol-

me). 

The economic evaluation considers that biogas generated from

he anaerobic digester is utilized for electricity generation. The

otal annual income, benefit ( B t ) from installing the biomethane

lant is determined by Eq. (40) , which is benefit due to savings

rom electricity consumption. 

 t = 0 . 9 P el × T el × b e × P r el × gV S × y t (40)

Where P el is the percentage of methane utilized for electricity

eneration (which is 100% in the case of the current study), T el is

he annual time period for use of electricity, b e is the unit conver-

ion coefficient, Pr el is the feed-in tariff rate for biogas based elec-

ricity, gVS is the gram mass of volatile solids fed in the digester. 

The total annual expenses or operating cost ( C t ) is computed by

q. (41) . The operating costs are assumed to be a function of two

actors: the repair and maintenance costs, Eq. (41a) , which is taken

o by 1% of the cost of construction (0.01 C con ) and the cost of bio-

as upgrading, which is a function of the biogas volume, Eq. (41b) .

 t = C m 

+ C p f (41) 

 m 

= 0 . 01 C con (41a) 

 p f = gV S × y t × T pr × P r p f (41b) 

Where, C m 

is the annual cost of digester maintenance, C pf is the

nnual cost of biogas purification, C con is the cost of digester con-

truction, T pr is the annual time period for biogas purification and

r pf is the price for biogas purification per unit volume. 

The cost of investment/construction is computed using the rates

f a commercial biogas company in Ghana, stating the cost of di-

ester construction to be $300 per cubic meter ( Mohammed et al.,

017 ). This includes administrative, transport costs, consultancy

ees and other logistic aspects. The final expression of the total an-

ual cost of digester operation is given by Eq. (42) . 

 t = 3 V D + gV S × y t × T pr × P r p f (42)

Where V D is the volume of digester. The annual profit ( P t ), is

efined as the difference between annual benefit, B t , due to savings

rom electricity consumptioin and the annual operating costs, C t .

his is expressed by Eq. (43) . 

P t = B t − C t (43) 

Substituting the expressions for B t and C t into Eq. (43) the ex-

ression for the annual profit can be written as in Eq. (44) 

P t = gV S × y t 
(
0 . 9 P el × T el × b e × P r el − T pr × P r p f 

)
− 3 V D (44) 

Since the AR is constructed in residence time space, it is neces-

ary to express the volume of digester ( V D ) in terms of residence

ime τ and volumetric flow rate Q . The expression for P t as a func-

ion of residence time becomes; 

 t = gV S × y t 
(
0 . 9 P el × T el × b e × P r el − T pr × P r p f 

)
− 3 τQ (45)

The economic evaluation of the digester investment is based on

he payback period (PBP) ( Gittinger, 1986 ) and the decision rule is

hat one generally accepts projects that require shorter number of

ears to recover the investment. The payback period is given by the

nnual profits, generated over n years, needed to recover the total
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Fig. 1. B-RADeS software development procedure. 

Table 3 

Summary of input parameters used for the economic evaluation. 

S.N Parameter Unit Value 

1 Discount rate % 10 

2 Average cost of digester and infrastructure $/ m 

3 ( Base ) 300 

3 Biogas-based electricity generator (500 kW) $/4 PCS 600 

4 Biodigester lifespan years 20 

5 Upper calorific value of methane gas MJ / m 

3 39.8 

6 Density of methane kg / m 

3 0.75 

7 Electricity equivalent of methane kWh / m 

3 11.06 

8 Feed-in tariff rate for biogas based electricity $/ kWh 17.5 
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future cost of the biogas plant, determined using the compounded

interest formula. The payback period is evaluated using Eq. (46) . 

n t P t = C In v ( 1 + r ) 
n t (46)

 In v = C con + C Gen + C misc (46a)

Where C Inv is the cost of investment, r is the discount rate, C Gen 

is the cost of biogas generator, C misc is the miscellaneous cost and

n t is the project lifespan. Eq. (46) can be rearranged to express

y t as a function of τ , Eq. (47) which may be plotted over the AR

boundary as contours (for different specified values of n ) to deter-

mine the point(s) of intersection with the AR boundary. These in-

tersection points represent the optimal operating point (which can

interpreted into an optimal reactor structure) required to achieve a

specified payback period. 

y t ( τ ) = 

C In v ( 1 + r ) 
n t + 3 τQ 

n t gV S ×
(
0 . 9 P el × T el × b e × P r el − T pr × P r p f 

) (47)

Table 3 presents of summary of the parameter sets that are

used to perform the economic evaluation of designing a construct-

ing a methane plant. 

3. Development of computational model 

The design of the graphical user interface (GUI) was done using

the Matlab GUIDE (Graphical User Interface Development Environ-

ment). This is done using icon-based programing using several ob-

jects such as push buttons, static texts, edit texts, pop-up menus
nd axes handles. GUIDE generates a GUI and the m-file that con-

ains the code to handle the initialization and launching of the GUI.

fter creation of the GUI, it was programmed by entering the al-

orithms into the various callback functions in the Matlab m-file.

he steps of creating the B-RADeS GUI in Matlab are shown in the

owchart in Fig. 1 . 

. Results and discussion 

.1. B-RADeS user interface 

Fig. 2 presents the Graphical User Interface of the Biodigester

apid Analysis and Design System (B-RADeS). This multi-level pro-

ess design and simulation tool can be used to find the most effi-

ient design of multi-stage anaerobic digester networks to achieve

 defined economic and process objective. B-RADeS has several at-

ributes that make it useful for a scientifically and economically

bjective process design and analysis platform for use by engineers

o do their calculations during design and operation of multi-stage

igesters. The main features of B-RADeS are as follows: 

➢ B-RADeS is based on peer-reviewed models that describe

growth kinetics of anaerobic digestion microorganisms. It in-

cludes ten simple biokinetic models derived based on biogas

yield analogy. 

➢ It does not rely on published kinetic coefficients, but it in-

cludes a section where the user determines kinetic coefficients

required for digester synthesis from own experiments. Upon in-

put of experimental data, B-RADeS automatically scans through

the 10 models and ranks them in order of best fit using both

quantitative and qualitative techniques. 

➢ Data requirements are simple: Only experimental measure-

ments of biogas yield are required to determine kinetic coeffi-

cients, construct attainable regions a well as synthesize digester

networks. 

➢ It takes into account the country-specific macroeconomic pa-

rameters (interest rate, electricity feed in tariff rate and annual

working days) into the design process, which is a key motiva-

tion for investors. 

➢ It is based on a systematic methodological framework for the

design of multistage digester networks using the global opti-
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Fig. 2. B-RADeS inferace: Main overview screen. 
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mization technique of attainable regions. The main advantage

of this approach over the use of superstructure optimization is

that it enables knowledge of all possible states for all possible

digester configurations (even those that have not yet been de-

vised) to be first obtained, considering mixing and biodegrada-

tion as the only fundamental process occurring in the digester. 

At the level of the main interface, users can get a description of

he different biokinetic models, examine the underlying assump-

ions and approximations of the models, fundamental concepts re-

uired to interpret AR boundary in terms of digester structures, se-

ect the level of activity (Model fitting and analysis or digerter syn-

hesis and analysis), and export simulations results for documenta-

ion. The software interface thus allows easy interactive modeling,

esign and simulation of multistage anaerobic digesters taking into

onsideration process kinetics and economic parameters. 

.2. Digester design and analysis with B-RADeS 

The following four steps are required to perform complete anal-

sis of an anaerobic treatment process using B-RADeS: 

Step 1: Determine biogas yield kinetic model that best de-

cribes the organic substrate of interest. This requires data from

naerobic treatability studies using the substrate of interest. Upon

nput of experimental data, the software performs an automated

tting for all the ten models and ranks them in order of best fit

sing both numerical and graphical approaches. The numerical ap-

roach resides in the computation of a parameter, α ( Eq. (48) ),

hich takes into account four statistical coefficients for its com-

utation. These coefficient include: the coefficient of determina-

ion ( R 2 ), adjusted coefficient of determination ( R 2 Adj ), root mean

quare error ( RMSE ) and the reduced chi-square ( χ2 ) were major

alidation criteria for model selection. For good quality fit, R 2 , and

 

2 Adj values should be high while RMSE and χ2 should be low. 

= χ2 + RMSE + 

(
1 − R 

2 Adj 
)

+ 

(
1 − R 

2 
)

(48)
Models with the lowest value of α are considered more appro-

riate to describe a given data set if they share similar correla-

ion coefficient. The graphical approach is based on examining the

onfidence contours which describe the correlation between the

odel parameter. The following five conditions are necessary for

nterpreting joint confidence regions 

(a) If the region, given by an ellipse is aligned with the any of

the coordinate axis (vertically or horizontally), then no cor-

relation exist between the parameters that constitute the re-

gion. 

(b) The parameter that lies on the coordinate axis with the

greatest shadow corresponds to the parameter with the

greatest variation. 

(c) By definition, the elliptical region is centered at the least

square estimate of the model parameters. 

(d) If the region is a long narrow rotated ellipses, it indicates

there exist significant correlation between parameter esti-

mates. 

(e) If values of zero for one or more of the parameter estimates

lie in the region, these parameters are plausibly zero and the

corresponding terms are not significant in the model. 

Models, which show less correlation between the estimated pa-

ameters are more reliable. The user can also manually test the

tting of a particular model of interest without necessarily going

hrough the automated fitting procedure ( Fig. 3 ). 

Step 2: Specify economic objective to be attained as well as

ounty-specific macroeconomic parameters governing operation of 

he anaerobic digester system. The economic objective is specified

n terms of the number of years required to recover investment fol-

owing construction of an anaerobic digester for biogas production

nd electricity generation. The macroeconomic parameters are the

nterest rate, feed-in tariff for electricity generation from biogas as

ell as annual working days. B-RADeS the passes the estimated ki-

etic constants (for the best fitted model) to the design functional-

ty, which together with the specified economic parameters is able
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Fig. 3. B-RADeS interface: Here users can input experimental data, and estimate the kinetic constants for a given digestion process. 

Fig. 4. B-RADeS interface: Here users set economic feasibility targets and country specific macroeconomic parameters, for B-RADeS to perform AR analysis for the user to 

interpret into digester structures. 
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to construct candidate attainable regions, and overlay the defined

economic objective (payback period) onto the boundary of the at-

tainable region in order to determine the point of intersection (see

Fig. 4 ). 

Step 3: Interpret the attainable regions and particularly the in-

tersection point (which represents the optimal operating point)

in terms of optimal digester structure. The interpretation of the

AR boundary is based on three key fundamental results of two-
imensional AR used in everyday practice ( Ming et al., 2016 ). These

nclude: 

➢ The AR is composed of reaction and mixing surfaces only. Re-

action surfaces are always convex. 

➢ Points that form convex sections of the AR boundary arise from

effluent concentrations specifically from PFR trajectories. 
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Table 4 

Statistical validity and kinetic coefficients of biogas models for swine wastewater. 

Model 

Statistical coefficients Parameter estimates 

α χ2 RMSE R 2 AdjR 2 R pm K S Other 

Moser & Bergter 0.0134 0.0000 0.0032 0.9955 0.9943 0.3451 0.7703 m = 1.5000 K i = 2.0000 

Moser 0.0288 0.0000 0.0052 0.9911 0.9852 0.1493 0.1663 m = 2.0332 

Tessier 0.0297 0.0000 0.0053 0.9908 0.9847 0.1439 0.4041 kp = 1.3171 

Andrews 0.0748 0.0001 0.0082 0.9704 0.9630 0.4162 1.7980 K i = 2.0000 

Aiba 0.0797 0.0001 0.0084 0.9684 0.9604 0.6583 2.7423 K i = 2.0000 

Ierusalimsky 0.1021 0.0001 0.0096 0.9590 0.9487 0.7091 2.7938 K i = 2.0000 

Haldane 0.1200 0.0001 0.0111 0.9592 0.9320 0.5963 2.3614 K i = 2.3615 

Dagley & H- inshelwood 0.1431 0.0001 0.0115 0.9416 0.9270 0.2263 0.8273 K i = 2.0000 

Chen & Hashimoto 0.1464 0.0001 0.0116 0.9402 0.9252 0.1211 0.4507 K i = 2.2000 

Monod 0.1464 0.0001 0.0116 0.9402 0.9252 0.2205 0.8011 —
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➢ Points on the AR boundary that initiate these convex PFR tra-

jectories (from point 2 above) arise from specialized CSTRs for

two-dimensional constructions. 

These guidelines are provided in the Attainable region section

n the main menu of B-RADeSS. 

.3. Biodigester design case studies with B-RADeS 

Multi-stage anaerobic digestion in which multiple digesters

re operated in a network are designed to optimize each step

f the anaerobic digestion process are potentially applicable for

ll wastewater treatment plants ( EPA, 2006 ). Therefore, although

any anaerobic wastewater treatment plants have traditionally

erformed anaerobic digestion processes as single stage, the use of

ultistate network digesters would allow these facilities to opti-

ize the various stages of the anaerobic digestion process to meet

heir need. In fact, multistage digesters provide a great potential

or a more efficient and flexible biogas systems that can better in-

egrate into the bioeconomy and help harvest the energetic po-

ential of organic waste while contributing to sustainable nutri-

nt recycling ( Cumiskey, 2005 ; Theuerl et al., 2019 ). We illustrate

he capabilities of B-RADeS considering three anaerobic wastewa-

er treatment case studies as presented in the following section. 

Case study 1: Anaerobic digestion of swine wastewater 

The objective here was to design a biodigester for treatment of

wine wastewater that will yield a return on investment within

 months (payback period) following start-up. Experimental data

or anaerobic digestion of swine wastewater was obtained from

ang et al. (2016) . Table 4 presents fitting characteristics and ki-

etic coefficients for all ten biogas yield models present in B-

ADeS. The models are ordered using the automating fitting func-

ionality in B-RADeS (see step 2 in Section 4.1 ). Amongst the Ten

odels fitted, the Moser & Bergter, Moser and Tessier based biogas

ield models were the top three based on the numerical value of

he α-parameter. 

However, the selection of most accurate model for description

f swine wastewater required consideration of the graphical ap-

roach of confidence contours as well. Fig. 5 presents model fits

nd confidence contours for the first three models. 

By examining the confidence contours of the top three mod-

ls presented in Fig. 5 , we see that all the models have long

otated ellipses but that of the Moser-based model is narrow-

st indicating that there exist significant correlation between its

arameter estimates. No major significant difference can be ob-

erved between that of the Moser & Bergter and the Tessier but

ince the former was better in terms of the numerical fitting cri-

eria (alpha parameter), it therefore more accurately describe the

xperimental data for swine wastewater. Given the kinetic model

f the system, the next step was to use the design analysis func-

ionality of B-RADeS to perform an attainable region analysis of the
ystem. Fig. 6 presents the candidate two-dimensional attainable

egion on which different payback period has been overlaid to in-

icate optimal operating points (points of intersection between the

R boundary and the objective function). 

The objective function formulated is particularly important as it

ncorporates aspects of both total digester volume (residence time)

nd biogas yield. Three very interesting observations can be made

rom Fig. 6 . (1) For a given biogas yield, higher payback periods

re achievable for larger digester volumes (higher residence times).

his is because for a given biogas yield, higher digester volumes

ill require more investment cost, hence resulting in a longer time

o break even in investment. (2) For a given residence time on

he AR boundary, shorter payback periods are achievable for higher

ields of biogas. The results are highly consistent with practice be-

ause if we maintain the volume of the biogas plant constant, then

e only require high yields in order to break even in investments

or relatively shorter duration. (3) The range of payback periods

onsidered intersect the AR at many points in the region, indi-

ating that there are multiple operating points (multiple optima)

or this system. However, since the objective of the design is to

nd a digester configuration with a payback period of 0.5 year, the

eader can observe Fig. 7 , which shows how the payback period of

.5 year has been independently overlaid onto the boundary of the

R. The left plot of Fig. 7 presents the PFR trajectory and the CSTR

ocus, referred to as the base trajectories. 

From Fig. 6 , it is also important for readers to note that even

hough there are multiple intersection points of the objectives, the

ctual operating point to be chosen will depend on the investor’s

mount of capital. Points corresponding to smaller digester volume

r smaller residence times (points associated with the lower part

f the AR) require smaller capital investment while points corre-

ponding to larger digester volumes require huge capital invest-

ent. Another very interesting remark in this example is that as

he payback period increases, the influence of running cost (di-

ester volume) on the payback period decreases, seen by the close

roximity of the 2-, 3- and 4-year payback periods are to each

ther. This behavior has interesting interpretations on the invest-

ent strategy as it implies that it is more favorable to construct a

arger digester, with larger operating expenses, with the intention

f producing a higher biogas quantity of biogas. Hence, even if the

equired digester system is more complex, the plant is profitable

n shorter a period of time. 

Furthermore, notice from Fig. 6 that payback periods of less

han 0.3 years are not achievable irrespective of the digester struc-

ure employed. Contour lines for payback periods less than 0.3

ears turn to approach the horizontal axis and do not inter-

ect the AR boundary at all. However, the attainable region is

nique for a given kinetics and feed point, and if any of these

hange, the limits of achievability by the system may also change

nd hence payback periods less than 0.3 years could become

ttainable. 
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Fig. 5. Model fits and confidence contours for anaerobic digestion of swine wastewater. 

Fig. 6. Candidate attainable region showing contours of different payback periods: Feed-in tariff: 17.5, annual working days: 300, discount rate: 10%, digestion time: 10days, 

organic load: 0.5 gVS/L, experimental methane yield: 0.5 mL/gVS. The dark green part represents a series of PFR trajectories run from each point on a CSTR locus. They are 

actually dark line plots but since they are many, it gives an appearance of dark green. Notice on the legend that the CSTR + PFRs appear as a dark line plot. 
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Fig. 7. PFR trajectory and CSTR locus (left figure) and candidate attainable region with overlaid payback period of 0.5year (right plot). 

Table 5 

Statistical validity and kinetic coefficients of biogas models for POME. 

Model 

Statistical coefficients Parameter estimates 

α χ2 RMSE R 2 AdjR 2 R pm K S Other 

Moser 0.1140 0.0038 0.0613 0.9817 0.9694 1.4448 12.1648 m = 3.3230 

Tessier 0.1439 0.0051 0.0718 0.9749 0.9581 1.4538 1.3568 kp = 2.3461 

Moser & Bergter 0.3623 0.0153 0.1236 0.9007 0.8759 25.1932 47.3672 m = 1.5000 

K i = 2.0000 

Andrews 0.3861 0.0165 0.1284 0.8928 0.8660 16.4562 42.2917 K i = 2.0000 

Dagley & H- inshelwood 0.4428 0.0194 0.1393 0.8738 0.8422 4.5000 10.4429 K i = 2.0000 

Chen & Hashimoto 0.4488 0.0197 0.1405 0.8717 0.8396 0.1915 0.9498 K i = 2.2000 

Monod 0.4488 0.0197 0.1405 0.8717 0.8396 3.8114 8.7594 —

Haldane 0.5162 0.0255 0.1596 0.8758 0.7930 8.7345 20.3733 K i = 20.2753 

Ierusalimsky — — — — — — — —

Aiba — — — — — — — —
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It is also interesting for the readers to note that the particular

hoice of payback period might also influence the optimal reactor

tructure necessary to achieve it. To attain a payback period of 0.5

ear, larger capital investments will require a CSTR followed by a

FR as the optimal digester structure (corresponding to intersec-

ion point at the lower part of the AR) while smaller capital in-

estments will require a PFR as the optimal reactor structure (cor-

esponding to intersection point at the upper part of the AR) 

Case study 2: Anaerobic digestion of palm oil mill effluent

POME) 

Here, we consider the design and optimization of a multistage

naerobic digester for the treatment of palm oil mill wastewater in

hich the design objective is to attain a payback period of 1 year.

e demonstrate the use of B-RADeS by considering experimental

ata from Faisal and Unno (2001) . Table 5 presents fitting char-

cteristics and kinetic coefficients for all ten biogas yield models

resent in B-RADeS while Fig. 8 presents model fits and confidence

ontours for the first three models. Considering the numerical and

raphical approaches for model selection (as clearly explained in

ase 1) the Moser based biogas yield model was selected to de-

cribe the kinetics of the process. Unlike case study 1, we notice

hat information for the Ierusalimsky and the Aiba based models

s not included. This is because B-RADeS is programmed such that

uring automatic fitting of all 10 models, models that show any

rror during the fitting process are assigned a very large alpha

alue. The user then gets a displayed message stating such mod-

ls and indicating that they should be deleted from the list. Hence
he Ierusalimsky and the Aiba based models were not considered

n the fitting experiment for POME. 

Fig. 9 (right plot) presents the candidate two-dimensional at-

ainable region on which the 1 year payback period has been over-

aid to indicate optimal operating points (points of intersection be-

ween the AR boundary and the objective function). The left plot

f Fig. 9 presents the PFR trajectory and the CSTR locus. 

Unlike case 1, the objective function intersects the lower part

f the AR boundary slightly close to the feed point and rather ap-

roaches the unbounded section of the AR in the upper part of the

urve. It is worth noting that the AR will always be unbounded

t the residence time axis owing to the fact that states that are

chieved at a given residence time will always be achievable for

ll later residence times ( Ming et al., 2016 ). Considering the inter-

ection point at the lower part of the AR boundary, an anaerobic

FR is required as an optimal reactor structure to achieve a pay-

ack period of 1 year. 

Case study 3: Anaerobic digestion of pharmaceutical wastewa-

er 

Finally, we demonstrate the usability of B-RADeS for synthesis

f a digester structure for treatment of pharmaceutical wastew-

ter in which the objective is to attain a payback period of 2

ears. The experimental data has been obtain from the work of

andian et al. (2011) . Table 6 presents fitting characteristics and

inetic coefficients for all ten biogas yield models while Fig. 10

resents model fits and confidence contours for the first three

odels. Considering the numerical and graphical approaches for
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Fig. 8. Model fits and confidence contours for anaerobic digestion of POME. 

Fig. 9. PFR trajectory and CSTR locus (left figure) and candidate attainable region with overlaid objective function (1-year payback period). Feed-in tariff: 17.5, annual working 

days: 300, discount rate: 10%, digestion time: 10days, organic load: 1.0 gVS/L, experimental methane yield: 0.5 mL/gVS. 
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model selection the Tessier based biogas yield model was selected

to describe the treatment kinetics of pharmaceutical wastewater. 

Fig. 11 (right plot) presents the candidate two-dimensional at-

tainable region on which the 2 year payback period has been over-

laid to indicate optimal operating points (points of intersection be-

tween the AR boundary and the objective function). The left plot

of Fig. 11 presents the PFR trajectory and the CSTR locus. 

Unlike cases 1 and 2, the objective function intersects the lower

part of the AR boundary at the feed point (0, 0), which is not feasi-

ble to operate a system at this point. However, the objective func-

tion passes through other points within the AR, any of which could
e selected to operate the system. Consider a line A-B drawn such

hat it cuts the residence time axis as indicated on Fig. 12 . 

The intersection point (point C) of line AB and the objective

unction is selected to be the optimal operating point and the di-

ester structure corresponding to this point is the optimal digester

esign. Since this point lies on line AB, it is attainable my mixing

igester effluents from points A and B, Eq. (49) (see illustration in

ection 2.2.1 ). Point B lies on the PFR trajectory and is therefore at-

ainable by running an anaerobic PFR for 3 days (point where line

B intersects the residence time axis). Point A lies on the residence

ime axis (corresponding to biogas yield of zero) but since a biogas
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Table 6 

Statistical and kinetic coefficients of biogas models for pharmaceutical wastewater. 

Model 

Statistical coefficients Parameter estimate 

α χ2 RMSE R 2 AdjR 2 R pm K S Other 

Moser 0.3880 0.0357 0.1890 0.9388 0.8980 1.7323 152.4800 m = 2.4740 

Andrews 0.3962 0.0343 0.1853 0.9215 0.9019 48.4565 384.4733 K i = 2.0000 

Tessier 0.4244 0.0402 0.2005 0.9311 0.8852 1.7138 6.9871 kp = 1.4187 

Dagley & H- inshelwood 0.5460 0.0518 0.2277 0.8816 0.8520 5.3108 35.0258 K i = 2.0000 

Moser & Bergter 0.6524 0.0648 0.2545 0.8520 0.8149 105.7607 486.2520 m = 1.5000 K i = 2.0000 

Monod 0.7000 0.0707 0.2659 0.8385 0.7981 2.6339 15.5124 —

Chen & Hashimoto 0.7000 0.0707 0.2659 0.8385 0.7981 0.0747 0.9716 K i = 2.2000 

Haldane 0.7083 0.0773 0.2780 0.8676 0.7793 7.0897 44.5099 K i = 44.4790 

Aiba — — — — — — — —

Ierusalimsky — — — — — — — —

Fig. 10. Model fits and confidence contours for anaerobic digestion of pharmaceutical wastewater. 

Fig. 11. PFR trajectory and CSTR locus (left figure) and candidate attainable region with overlaid objective function (2-year payback period). Feed-in tariff: 17.5, annual 

working days: 100, discount rate: 10%, digestion time: 5days, organic load: 5.0 gVS/L, experimental methane yield: 0.5 mL/gVS. 
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Fig. 12. Selection of operating point for anaerobic digestion of pharmaceutical wastewater. 

Fig. 13. Optimal digester structures obtained depending on the design operating point for different digested substrates. (a) Swine wastewater: a CSTR followed by a PFR, (b) 

Palm oil mill wastewater: A PFR, and (c) Pharmaceutical wastewater: PFR with bypass of the feed. 
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yield of zero is achieved at a lower residence time (feed point) it

is also achievable at any later residence time on the residence time

axis. The optimal digester structure required to achieve a payback

period of 2 year therefore consist of a PFR and a bypass valve from

the feed point. 

y tC = αy tA + ( 1 − α) y tB 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (49)

Table 7 provides a summary of the payback periods, intersec-

tion points as well as the required digester volumes for the three

design case studies. As earlier mentioned, there a several intersec-

tion points between the objective function and the AR and the

points selected in Table 7 are for illustration. In practice, the ac-

tual operating point selected by the designer will depend on other

factors such as cost and space constraints. This is because differ-

ent points will correspond to different digester structures some of

which have different space and/or cost requirements. 

Fig. 13 present the optimal digester structures corresponding to

the selected points of operation (see Table 7 ) for the three case

studies of anaerobic digestion. 
Table 7 

Summary of required design specifications for th

Case study Payback period

Swine wastewater 6 months 

Palm oil mill effluent 1 year 

Pharmaceutical wastewater 2 years 
The article is of high relevance to designers of biogas digesters

s it is first of its kind demonstrating the usefulness of biogas yield

easurements for design and optimization of biodigester struc-

ures. Biodigester structures, which involve a staged operation of

ither multiple digesters or a single digester with by-pass or re-

ycle streams has gained increasing importance due to their abil-

ty to optimize every step in the anaerobic treatment process. The

uthors of this study have presented a systematic model-based

ethodology for synthesis of biodigester structures requiring sim-

le data requirements. The framework is based on the global op-

imization technique of attainable regions. The main advantage of

his approach over other approaches is that it enables knowledge

f all possible states for all possible digester structures (even those

hat have not yet been devised) to be first obtained, considering

ixing and biodegradation as the only fundamental process oc-

urring in the digester. The main novelty of the study is that it

ouples, biodegradation kinetics, economic objectives (payback pe-

iod) and country specific macroeconomic parameters in the de-

ign process. It is also interesting for the readers to note that

he particular choice of economic feasibility objective (payback
ree case studies. 

 Operating point Residence time 

[0.45, 15.00] 15 days 

[0.03, 0.20] 4.8 h 

[0.02, 3.00] 3 days 
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eriod), as well as macroeconomic parameters (interest rate or

eed-in tariff rate) influence the optimal biodigester structure nec-

ssary to achieve it. Due to the minimal data requirements, the

tudy offers great promises for widespread application to enhance

esign of biodigester structures since biogas yield measurements

re readily available from treatability studies. Even though the

odel-based methodolgy has been applied to only been applied

o swine wastewater, palm oil mill effluent and pharmaceutical

astewater, other types of wastewaters as well as solid wastes

r even wastewater sludges offers a strong research attraction for

pplication of the framework presented in this study. This study

ridges the gap between research, development and implementa-

ion of digester networks. 

It is interesting to compare the results of this study with our re-

ent publication Abunde Neba et al. (2019) using attainable regions

o synthesize multistage anaerobic digesters. The study considered

 four-state dynamic model of anaerobic treatment process. More

tates imply more need for experimental measurements making it

ess applicable to situations where process measurements are lim-

ted. In addition, the two-dimensional attainable regions were con-

tructed in concentration space only, and the lack of residence time

akes it impossible to size the digester structure. Furthermore, the

tudy focused on process objectives (volumetric methane produc-

ivity and gas stabilization) for design meanwhile the current study

imultaneously couples process parameters, economic objectives in

he construction attainable regions in residence time space, which

s a key motivation for investors and makes it possible to size the

igester structures. 

Considering both studies put together, the results can be ap-

lied to design and optimize (based on economic and process ob-

ectives) multistage digester structures in cases of available as well

s limited experimental measurements. 

. Conclusion 

The present study was designed to develop a theoretical frame-

ork for using simplified kinetic models based on only biogas

ield to model and optimize (based on economic objectives) hy-

rodynamic configurations of anaerobic digesters. The study has

eveloped two-stage kinetic models based on the biogas yield ap-

roach and formulated and economic evaluation model based on

imple payback period. Furthermore, the study has shown that by

sing two-dimensional attainable regions in residence time space,

t is possible to design and optimize hydrodynamic configurations

or operating low rate anaerobic digesters considering mixing and

iodegradation as the only fundamental processes occurring in the

igester. Attainable region analysis is a global optimization tech-

ique which incorporates elements of geometry and mathemati-

al optimization to synthesize optimal reactor networks to achieve

 given objective. For proof-of-concept, we have considered three

esign case studies and applied the simple payback period as the

esign objective for modeling optimal digester configurations. 

In this article a novel software, which can be used by biodi-

ester design engineers to rapidly model hydrodynamic configura-

ions using experimental measurements of biogas yield. The soft-

are package has been successfully employed to model the kinet-

cs and design optimal digester configurations for three different

ubstrates: swine wastewater, palm oil mill effluent and pharma-

eutical wastewater. Broad functionalities of B-RADeS is able to ad-

ress key problems arising in design and optimization of anaero-

ic digester networks including: (1) modeling of anaerobic diges-

ion kinetics by automatically fitting 10 different biokinetic mod-

ls and assessing the quality of fit using numerical and graph-

cal approaches, and finally using the selected models to deter-

ine kinetic coefficients of the process (2), Construction of two-

imensional attainable regions in residence time space, and (3)
ptimization of anaerobic digester structures using simple pay-

ack period as well as county-specific macroeconomic parameters

uch as interest rate and renewable energy feed-in tariff rate. This

oftware allows user to animate simulation results and, thereby,

resent them in more comprehensible and aesthetic mode. The ar-

icle therefore concludes that, in principle, with only experimental

easurements of biogas yield, B-RADeS can be used to generate

he attainable region of the process which can be used to propose

he optimal digester configuration for the process. This is highly

racticable for use in small-scale onsite systems since data require-

ents are simple: Only experimental measurements of biogas yield

re required to complete determination of kinetic coefficients, con-

truction of attainable regions a well as synthesis of digester net-

orks. 

Finally, the study has demonstrated that the use of digester

tructures as opposed to single digesters improves process eco-

omics and reduces the time required to break even in invest-

ent. This result can be considered as a fundamental framework

or design of digester networks using attainable regions when only

iogas yield measurements are available. As recommendation for

urther studies, it would be interesting to apply the Infinite Di-

EnsionAl State-space (IDEAS) to obtain a general mathematical

ormulation for the construction of a true NRT-C-AR and compare

he optimization performance with what has been obtained in the

urrent study. 
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